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ABSTRACT
The European Space Agency’s Solar Orbiter spacecraft will pass approximately downstream of the
position of comet C/2019 Y4 (ATLAS) in late May and early June 2020. We predict that the spacecraft
may encounter the comet’s ion tail around 2020 May 31 - June 1, and that the comet’s dust tail may
be crossed on 2020 June 6. We outline the solar wind features and dust grain collisions that the
spacecraft’s instruments may detect when crossing the comet’s two tails. Solar Orbiter will also pass
close to the orbital path of C/2020 F8 (SWAN) on 2020 May 22, but we believe that it is unlikely to
detect any material associated with that comet.
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Comet C/2019 Y4 (ATLAS), discovered on 2019 December 28, will reach its 0.253 au perihelion early on 2020 May
31, coincidentally less than 6 hours before the comet crosses the ecliptic plane. Its perihelion distance is well inside
the orbit of Mercury, meeting the definition of a Near-Sun Comet (Jones et al. 2018). During the first months of 2020,
Comet ATLAS exhibited an activity increase suggesting that it could become very active when closest to the Sun.
However, around 70 days pre-perihelion, the comet began to fade, and its nucleus underwent fragmentation (Hui &
Ye 2020). At the time of this writing, the fragmented object is still active, and may yet survive to reach perihelion,
albeit with lower gas and dust production rates than anticipated by many.
The European Space Agency’s Solar Orbiter spacecraft was launched on 2020 February 10, and is equipped with
a range of remote and in situ instruments to observe the Sun and inner heliosphere, e.g. Walsh et al. (2020), and
references therein. In late May and early June 2020, the spacecraft will be approximately downstream of Comet
ATLAS in the solar wind, potentially allowing the in situ detection by the spacecraft of the comet’s ion and/or dust
tails. Serendipitous ion tail crossings by spacecraft are known to have occurred on several occasions, e.g. Jones et al.
(2000), Neugebauer et al. (2007). For such a traversal to take place, a comet needs to cross relatively close to the
Sun-spacecraft line within a relatively short timeframe defined by the time taken for the solar wind, flowing at several
hundred km s−1, to be able to carry ions from the comet’s coma to the moving spacecraft. In general, the more
productive the comet, the larger this miss distance, or impact parameter, needs to be for the spacecraft to detect the
presence of an ion tail.
For typical equatorial solar wind speeds of 300 – 500 km−1 during this phase of the solar activity cycle, we estimate
that a crossing of Comet ATLAS’s ion tail by Solar Orbiter is most likely around 2020 May 31 – June 1. Assuming
a radial flow, solar wind particles detectable at the spacecraft will have approached to within ∼(6.7 – 7.8)×106 km of
the nucleus. As seen from the spacecraft, Comet ATLAS will not approach close enough to the Sun to be observable
by the spacecraft’s remote sensing instruments. If the comet has a high enough production rate, its ion tail could
be detectable at Solar Orbiter through the presence of pickup ions by instruments such as the Solar Wind Plasma
Analyzer, SWA, and/or the presence of draping signatures in the heliospheric magnetic field by the magnetometer,
MAG. Although the solar wind on average flows directly away from the Sun, deviations from this radial flow can take
place, as evidenced by the Ulysses spacecraft’s crossing of the ion tail of C/1999 T1 (McNaught-Hartley) (Gloeckler
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2et al. 2004) when 27.6◦ from the comet’s orbital plane. Such large non-radial flows are occasionally observed in the
inner heliosphere, e.g. Owens & Cargill (2004), widening the date range for a potential ion tail crossing.
Figure 1. Scale figure showing the relative paths and positions of spacecraft (orange), Comet ATLAS (blue) and its dust tail at
the time on 2020 June 6 when Solar Orbiter will cross Comet ATLAS’s orbital plane. The horizontal plane depicts the ecliptic
plane, with the Sun shown as a red dot. Modelled dust tail particles are red to the north of the ecliptic, and blue to the south.
Solar Orbiter will cross the comet’s orbital plane on 2020 June 6, at around 11:40 UT (Figure 1). If the comet is
active enough in the period leading up to this time, particles in its dust tail could be encountered by the spacecraft.
Using the classical dust tail modelling of Finson & Probstein (1968), it is possible to constrain the grain characteristics
of the dust tail section that will be traversed by Solar Orbiter. Assuming no fragmentation of dust after release from
the nucleus, the dust encountered by the spacecraft would have left the comet’s nucleus around 17 days earlier, on
May 20, with a β parameter ∼1.2 (Figure 1). Dust impacts on the spacecraft could be detectable by the Radio and
Plasma Waves experiment, the potential signatures of which have been described by Mann et al. (2019).
Interplanetary Field Enhancements, IFEs, are another solar wind phenomenon that may be observed around the time
of the orbital plane crossing. These uncommon events are characterized by a heliospheric magnetic field magnitude
increase, often with a thorn-shaped profile, and are usually accompanied by a discontinuity in the magnetic field
direction. The first reported event of this kind (Russell et al. 1983) has been followed by several surveys and case
studies, e.g. Russell et al. (1984); Jones et al. (2003a). Although the exact cause of these signatures is arguably still to
be widely accepted, it appears clear from several associations between IFEs and cometary orbital plane crossings, e.g.
Lai et al. (2015); Jones et al. (2003b), that they are associated with interactions between the solar wind and dust trails
associated with some comets and asteroids. We therefore suggest that IFEs should be searched for in Solar Orbiter
magnetometer data gathered on and around June 6.
We also mention in passing the fact that Solar Orbiter will, on 2020 May 22, when at 0.60 au from the Sun, cross the
orbital plane of a second comet, C/2020 F8 (SWAN). That comet will, on May 10, have passed slightly antisunward
of the spacecraft’s May 22 position, at 0.61 au from the Sun. An ion tail crossing appears impossible, and the chances
of any dust associated with that comet being encountered by the spacecraft also appear to be extremely low.
3To the authors’ knowledge, if Solar Orbiter instruments detect material from Comet ATLAS, it will be the first pre-
dicted serendipitous comet tail crossing by an active spacecraft carrying appropriate instrumentation for the detection
of cometary material.
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